A Technology file for the Magic layout editor has been developed in order to enable thick film circuit designers to evolve fast solutions for layout with design rule checking, and plotting of the masks of multilayer hybrid circuits. The hybrid design system developed provides for device placement, and automatic routing techniques, in thick film circuits. Device placement is done by recalling from the library the pad pattern that corresponds to the device to be positioned. Automatic The extracted values of parasitics of a thick film circuit which has been laid out with the Magic editor is considered to be valuable to the designer since it allows for a quick verification of the values of the resistors and capacitors designed. It also permits a good estimate of the minimum area of the ceramic substrate required for the implementation of the circuit.
The extracted values of parasitics of a thick film circuit which has been laid out with the Magic editor is considered to be valuable to the designer since it allows for a quick verification of the values of the resistors and capacitors designed. It also permits a good estimate of the minimum area of the ceramic substrate required for the implementation of the circuit.
AN EXAMPLE
As a demonstration an electret-type microphone circuit was designed and constructed using a palladium silver paste, four different resistor pastes, and SMDs for the capacitors and the diodes, using the hybrid design system developed. Fig.  4 shows the actual pen plot layout showing, in a 5:1 scale, the metal, the resistors and the solder pads. Since hierarchical designs are supported, the pad frames of the SMDs together with the solder paste pads, and also the alignment pattern containing substrate and layer-to-layer alignment marks can be saved in a library as separate objects to be called when needed. The remaining of the layout of the circuit was constructed by hand using the painting and wiring features of Magic. Since this design was done with conservative design rules, a quick 5X ruby-cutting was performed using our home-made cutting tool on a HP-7475A X-Y plotter with little loss of accuracy. It is worth noting that the speed of the tool should be defined as lcm/sec in order to ensure a good, deep cutting.
The extractor has been used in order to confirm the validity of the values of the resistors designed during the layout procedure. The results are given in Table 1 .
Three different resistor pastes have been used: 101/sq., 1Kf/sq., and 100KI2/ sq., for the fabrication of six different resistors. "Minimum conductor width must be 300" width rl,r2,r3,r4 13 \ "Minimum resistor width must be 1300" width r5,r6,r7,r8 13 \ "Minimum resistor width must be 1300" width cl,c2,c3,c4 3 \ "Minimum resistor-conductor overlap must be 300" width c5,c6,c7,c8 3 \ "Minimum resistor-conductor overlap must be 300" spacing ml,via/ml,cl,c2,c3,c4,pl/ml,dcl/ml ml,via/ml,cl,c2,c3,c4,pl/ml,dcl/ml 3 touching_ok \ "Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing m2,via/m2,c5,c6,c7,c8,p2/m2,dc2/m2 m2,via/m2,c5,c6,c7,c8,p2/ m2,dc2/m2 3 touching_ok \ "Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing rl cl,rl,3 touching_ok "Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing r2 c2,r2 3 touching_ok "Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing r3 c3,r3 3 touching_ok "Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing r4 c4,r4 3 touching_ok"Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing r5 c5,r5 3 touching_ok "Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing r6 c6,r6 3 touching_ok "Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing r7 c7,r7, 3 touching_ok "Minimum spacing must be 300" spacing r8 c8,r8 3 touching_ok "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way rl space 3 rl,cl,space space 3 "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way r2 space 3 r2,c2,space space 3 "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way r3 space 3 r3,c3,space space 3 "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way r4 space 3 r4,c4,space space 3 "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way r5 space 3 r5,c5,space space 3 "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way r6 space 3 r6,c6,space space 3 "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way r7 space 3 r7,c7,space space 3 "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way r8 space 3 r8,c8,space space 3 "Minimum spacing must be 300" edge4way cl,c2,c3,c4 space 3 ml space 3 "Minimum overlap must be 300" edge4way c5,c6,c7,c8 space 3 m2 space 3 "Minimum overlap must be 300" edge4way 80 J.N. AVARITSIOTIS APPENDIX I (Continued) m2,c5,c6,c7,c8,r5,r6,r7,r8,dc2/m2,p2/m2,via/m2 space 3 (dcl/ml,pl/ml)/ml space 3 \ "Metal2 layer types may not overlap metall pads" ml edge4way pl/ ml,dcl/ml (pl/ml,dcl/ml)/ml 3 (m2,c5,c6,c7,c8,r5,r6,r7,r8,dc2/m2,p2/ m2,via/m2)/m2 (pl/ml,dcl/ml)/ml 3 \ "Metal2 layer types may not overlap metall pads" m2 width pl 5 "Minimum width 500" width p2 5 "Minimum width 500" width dcl 10 "Minimum width 1000" width dc2 10 "Minimum width 1000" end 
